The Products and Services described in this PDM are governed by the terms of this PDM, the applicable Sales Order, the General Terms, and the exhibit for OnDemand Services.

Adobe Analytics – Product/Service Description


   1.1 License Metrics. Adobe Analytics Standard Edition is licensed per-Primary Server Call, per-Secondary Server Call, or both.

   1.2 Description. The Adobe Analytics Standard Edition includes the following capabilities.

   (a) Reporting and Analytics.

      (i) Reports. Adobe provides reporting functionality in three main areas: Traffic Reports, Conversion Reports, and Success Events. Each Report may contain up to 500,000 unique values or data elements.

      (ii) Multi-Site Roll-up Accounts. This feature provides a view of visitor behavior across multiple Customer Sites by aggregating data from multiple Report Suites geographically or organizationally. Multi-Site Roll-up Accounts include data from up to 200 Report Suites, updated daily.

      (iii) Data Correlation. Data Correlation allows Customer to view relationships between 2 or more traffic variables that occur on the same page of a Customer Site or Report Suite. Data Correlation supports a maximum of 500,000 unique values per variable per Report Suite.

      (iv) Data Sources. This feature allows Customer to import data from its internal data stores into the Adobe Analytics platform. For purposes of this feature, 1 row of data imported represents and is equivalent (for billing purposes) to 1 Primary Server Call and will be charged in accordance with the Primary Server Call rate set forth in the applicable Adobe Sales Order.

      (v) Props. This feature allows Customer to determine the amount of traffic that a certain dimension of the Customer Site has received, and can be used to report on paths through such site. Props do not persist beyond a page. This feature is limited to 75 Props per Report Suite.

      (vi) eVars. This feature allows Customer to determine which dimension of the Customer Site has contributed the most to a Success Event. This feature is limited to 75 eVars per Report Suite.

      (vii) Events. This feature allows Customer to mark a point on the Customer Site in which a successful conversion event occurs. This feature is limited to 100 Events per Report Suite.

   (b) Report Builder. This feature allows Customer to pull Customer Data into Microsoft Excel and can send data according to a predefined or user-defined schedule and set of instructions (each set of instructions a "Scheduled Report"). This feature is limited to 10 Scheduled Reports at any time, and the same login ID may not be used by more than 1 individual at a discrete moment in time.

   (c) Integration Data Sources. This feature allows Customer to import its own “Transaction ID’s” into the Adobe Analytics platform. For purposes of this feature, 1 row of data imported represents and is equivalent (for billing purposes) to 1 Primary Server Call and will be charged in accordance with the Primary Server Call rate set forth in the applicable Adobe Sales Order.

   (d) Web Services Application Programming Interface (API). Using this feature, Customer can access Customer Data programmatically through a web services-based API, and thus build dashboards and other reporting applications that automatically process Customer Data within the API. For purposes of this feature, each API request (including but not limited to report requests, status checks, and...
report retrievals) represents and is equivalent (for billing purposes) to 1 Primary Server Call and will be charged in accordance with the Primary Server Call rate set forth in the applicable Adobe Sales Order.

2. **Adobe Analytics—Premium Edition**

   2.1 **License Metrics.** Adobe Analytics Premium Edition is licensed per-Primary Server Call, per-Secondary Server Call, or both.

   2.2 **Description.** The terms set forth within the Adobe Analytics Standard Edition (described above) all apply to the Adobe Analytics Premium Edition, in addition to the following terms. The Adobe Analytics Premium Edition includes the following additional capabilities.

      (a) **Data Workbench.**

         (i) **Reports.** This feature provides an application that connects to and queries data collected, stored and processed within the Adobe Analytics environment, providing interactive visual analysis and report development. Specific capabilities include data discovery, multi-dimensional analysis, dynamic segmentation, data visualization, visual alerting, system administration and other capabilities for data-driven business professionals.

         (ii) **Universal Data Loading.** This feature enables the flexible, extensible, continuous and automated loading of data from data sources through structured flat files, XML files and via ODBC connectivity.

         (iii) **Data Integration.** Using this feature, Customer can integrate external lookup table data containing a common key with available event data.

         (iv) **Digital Envoy Data Access.** This data is provided “AS IS” by Digital Envoy, Inc. and is updated on a periodic basis. The data service provides the following data fields to be plotted on a globe enabled by Adobe Analytics Premium Edition: name, area code, ASN (Autonomous System Number), carrier, CBSA (Core Based Statistical Area), city, company, connection, country, CSA (Consolidated Statistical Area), DMA (Designated Market Area), domain, latitude, longitude, primary language, proxy name, region/state code, time zone and zip code.

         (v) **Query API.** This feature provides Customer a means to access Customer Data programmatically through an API, and to configure dashboards and other reporting applications that process Customer Data within the Query API. Customer is prohibited from using the Query API to configure applications for the purpose of distributing such applications to third parties.

3. **Adobe Analytics—Video Analytics**

   3.1 **License Metrics.** Adobe Analytics Video Analytics is licensed per Primary Stream, per Secondary Stream, or both.

   3.2 **Description.** Adobe Analytics Video Analytics allows the Customer to measure videos on Customer Site(s) and provides metrics for both video content and ad content including the following: starts, time spent, and completes. Customer will be charged for each Primary Stream, Secondary Stream (or both) in accordance with the rates set forth in the applicable Adobe Sales Order.

4. **Additional Terms.**

   4.1 **Support.** Adobe provides 24x7x365 unlimited access to Adobe Client Care for a maximum of 5 named Customer technical support contacts. Support includes: Live Phone, Chat, and Email Support from Adobe Client Care; access to the Online Interface for Support Issue Management; access to the Searchable Knowledge Base; and access to On Demand Training Modules.

5. **Additional Definitions.** Unless otherwise defined herein, capitalized terms will have the meanings ascribed to them in the corresponding Adobe General Terms.

   5.1 “CPMM” means cost per million.

   5.2 “Primary Server Call” means each page view, exit link, download, customer link, or other event on the Customer Site(s) to the extent that Customer tags, allows to be tagged, or causes to be tagged such page views, exit links, downloads, custom links, and other events for purposes of accessing and using Adobe Analytics. Each tagged page view, exit link, campaign container request, download, custom link, or other
event will be counted as one Primary Server Call. Each row of data imported from offline sources and each API request will be counted as one Primary Server Call, as further described herein.

5.3 “Primary Stream” means each Stream to the extent that Customer tags, allows to be tagged, or causes to be tagged such Stream.

5.4 “Report Suite” means a repository of Customer Data within the Adobe Analytics platform pertaining to a specific source of traffic that has been identified by Customer. Customer will be responsible for maintaining sufficient internet and telecommunication requirements in order to access and use the OnDemand Services.

5.5 “Secondary Server Call” means each duplicate page view, exit link, download, custom link, or other event on the Customer Site(s) to the extent that Customer enables multi-suite tagging or real-time segmentation of Customer Data using VISTA rules (Visitor Identification, Segmentation, and Transformation Architecture) on such Customer Site(s).

5.6 “Secondary Stream” means each duplicate Stream to the extent Customer enables multi-suite tagging or real-time segmentation of Customer Data using VISTA rules (Visitor Identification, Segmentation, and Transformation Architecture) on such Customer Site(s).

5.7 “Stream” means each single video playback (including ads) on Customer Site(s) through a 30 minute interval, or if video is completed or abandoned in less than 30 minutes, the shorter interval.